Angular spectrum method with compact space-bandwidth: generalization and full-field accuracy.
A recent Letter [Opt. Lett.40, 3420 (2015)OPLEDP0146-959210.1364/OL.40.003420] reported a modified angular spectrum method that uses a sampling scheme based on a compact space-bandwidth product representation. That technique is useful for focusing and defocusing propagation cases and is generalized here for the case of propagation between two defocus planes. The proposed method employs paraxial spherical phase factors and modified propagation kernels to reduce the size of the numerical space-bandwidth product needed for wave field calculations. A Wigner distribution analysis is carried out in order to ensure high accuracy of the calculations in the entire computational domain. This is achieved by analyzing the evolution of the generalized space-bandwidth product when passing through the propagation algorithm for various space-frequency constraints. The results allow the derivations of sampling criteria, and, despite this, also show that a small amount of space/frequency zero padding significantly extends the capability of the recently reported modified angular spectrum method. Simulations validate the high accuracy of that method and verify a computational and memory gain of more than two orders of magnitude when comparing this technique with the conventional angular spectrum method.